The Sligo Southern Hotel – Pet Agreement
Rialacha Cairdiula do mhadrai Ag Ostan O Dheas Sligeach
This agreement is aimed towards domesticated pets other than Service Animals
1. My Dog is a domesticated animal and I am aware the Hotel Permits only 1x Dog in my Guest room.
2. I fully understand to pay a non-refundable fee of €30.00 per night per stay. I fully understand where my
Dog has caused any damages I will pay any fees incurred.
3. I Agree to pay the Hotel any charges for any essential services necessary for repair due to stains/damage
as intended within the sole discretion of the Sligo Southern hotel.
I Hereby authorise a Preauthorisation of €100.00 to be held for any incidentals and understand upon
inspection of the room on departure the preauthorisation shall be released if no issues arise.
4. I fully understand to keep my dog on a leash at all times when in public areas of the hotel and also in the
Garden.
5. I fully understand my dog should not be left alone in the bedroom at any time.
6. I accept I am responsible for my dog defecating/ urinating and will clean with poop bags and dispose of
appropriately and Dog bowls to be cleaned after use while within The Sligo Southern Hotel Grounds
including the Gardens.
7. Enjoy the use of our dogs bowl for the duration of your stay, they must not be removed from the hotel at
any stage.
8. I fully understand I must not allow my dog up on sofas, chairs or other furniture in the hotel, lobby or
other public areas.
9. Dog owners need always to be mindful of other guests and show due care to their surroundings.
10. Dogs are not permitted in the swimming pool / leisure Centre and restaurants/ bar areas.
11. Owners are responsible for the good behaviour of their dogs at all times
12. I Agree I am responsible for the Noise my Dog makes and must ensure my Dog will not disrupt the peace of
other Guests throughout.
13. I agree that in the event of Housekeeping, Engineers or maintenance staff needing to enter the Guest room,
My Dog will be either remain on the lead at all times or held in a Cage.
14. I agree that I accept full responsibility for any injury or damage caused or alleged to be caused by my pet
and incurred or alleged to be incurred by any guest, employee or invitee of the Hotel. I agree to
indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Hotel Entities from and against any and all alleged or actual
losses, claims, damages, liabilities, costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees and court costs) suffered
by the Hotel Entities or asserted by any other hotel guest, invitee employee or person arising out of or in
connection with my pet’s stay at the Hotel.
15. I agree if for the unfortunate instance where the Hotel has deemed my Dog a danger to other Guests/
Staff by means of Size, temperament that The Hotel reserves the right to exclude my Dog at the Hotels
sole discretion.
16. I sign this agreement to confirm that My Dog has all up to date vaccinations and Flea treatment.
If the Sligo Southern hotel determines any non-compliance with any part of the above agreement, you may be
asked to leave the Hotel immediately and without refund.
I have read, understood and agree to all of the above:
Guest Name:

____________________

Hotel Employee Name ___________________

Guest Signature:

_______________________

Employee Signature ______________________

